A protein identification algorithm for tandem mass spectrometry by incorporating the abundance of mRNA into a binomial probability scoring model.
Peptide-spectrum matches (PSM) scoring between the experimental and theoretical spectrum is a key step in the identification of proteins using mass spectrometry (MS)-based proteomics analyses. Efficient protein identification using MS/MS data remains a challenge. The strategy of using RNA-seq data increases the number of proteins identified by re-constructing the custom search database and integrating mRNA abundance into the false discovery rate of post-PSM. However, this process lacks an algorithm that can allow the incorporation of mRNA abundance into the key scoring model of PSM. Therefore, we developed a novel PSM scoring model, which incorporates mRNA abundance for improved peptide and protein identification. In the new algorithm, abundance information of mRNA was transformed to the prior probability of protein identification and integrated to re-score in PSM using the binomial probability distribution model. Compared with other algorithms using five MS/MS datasets, the results showed that the least improvement ratios of peptide and protein groups were 3.39%-9.79% and 0.48%-8.16% in different datasets (human, rat, zebrafish, yeast, and Arabidopsis thaliana). The new strategy offers an effective solution for MS-based identification of peptides and proteins. SIGNIFICANCE: The new algorithm identifies proteins by quantifying mRNA abundance (FPKM) and incorporating it into a scoring model for peptide-spectrum matches. It is important to improve peptide and protein identification from MS/MS datasets in proteomics research.